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Global "Jetliner Impact Calculations. Development of a NUHOMS model for
global aircraft impact analysis using CTH was begun. Development of CTH
models for TN-68 and VSC-24 casks continued.

Jetliner Component Impact Calculations. Two PRONTO calculations were
performed that examined impactscond of the HI-STORM MPC canister ont a
rigid surface. The orientations examined were
impact. A third calculation is underway. This catculation also examines an

C . )but uses a finer mesh discretization to increase the resolution
of the strain field that develops in the canister weld region. Modeling
using PRONTO of the impact of a jetliner engine onto the HI-STORM cask
continued.

Small Plane Survey. No work done this week.

wn ue alculations. Construction of a model of the railcar and tie
-"downs used tctransport the NAC-UMS cask was begun. CTH
calculations were initiated that examine the use of/ / 7Ž.

Jet Fuel Pool Fire Calculations. Documentation including preparation of
figures of the CAFE-P/Thermal calculations that examined the thermal
response of the upright HI-STORM cask to a wind driver fire was begun.

Calculations. SCAP code input needed to model a sabotage
attack Inat uses at i )is being developed.

Fission Product Release. Work constructing a FORTRAN model to be used in
MELCOR to simulate volumetric heat sources (e.g. thermite) contiuned.

Consequence Modeling. Ways to estimate SNF-release cleanup costs and to
include early fatality/injury calculations in a MACCS2 sabotage analysis
were examined.

Source Term Guidance Document. The peer review meeting was held and the
Draft minutes for the Source Term Guidance peer review meeting were
prepared, circulated for comment, and revised as needed. -Preparation of
additional scenarios and methodology outlines continued. A revised
spreadsheet for Sabotage Scenario 7 was prepared and sent to the Peer
Reviewers. Copies of supporting documents for the Peer Reviewers are being
prepared.
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